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ABSTRACT 

Machine Translation (MT) is a branch of Natural Language Processing (NLP). Machine translation industry tries 

to achieve  translation excellence. Many translations systems were developed by various agencies for English-Indian 

language translations. The linguistic features of English and Indian languages are the main hindrance, which affects the 

quality of various MT systems. The on-line MT providers like Google translator, Bing translator and TDIL developed their 

system by using the techniques like Statistical MT, Neural MT, and other modern methods. It had been observed that the 

output of all these systems is  not up to the mark, it is simply because of the linguistic phenomena of the natural languages. 

Here we discuss the linguistic problems related to the translation of the English causative sentence into Malayalam. Then 

we proposed a Rule-based system to handle the causative sentence in both languages. Malayalam is a highly agglutinative 

and morphologically rich language these linguistic specialties of Malayalam determine the quality of all kinds of MT 

systems. Moreover, the scarcity of Malayalam resources and lack of perfect NLP tools are the main obstacles for the 

development of English–Malayalam, and Malayalam to other Indian language MT systems. 

KEYWORDS: Natural Language Processing, Rule-Based Machine Translation System, Google NMT, Causative Verbs, 

Word Order Identification, Word Reordering, Impersonal/Interpersonal Causative Verb Identification 

INTRODUCTION 

A multi-lingual country like the Republic of India needs MT systems for knowledge transfer from English to 

Indian languages and from Indian languages to Indian languages. Malayalam is one of the major languages in India, which 

belongs to the Dravidian language family. It is the official language of Kerala. English also used along with Malayalam for 

the official correspondence. Officially both Malayalam and English are used in the same stratum at present. The people of 

Kerala use both English and Malayalam in their day-today life. Google translator provides translation for various Indian 

languages from English. But the Google translator is not free from flaws. This paper tries to find how to handle the 

translation of English causative sentence into Malayalam. It is the primary work on the translation of a causative sentence 

in  English to Malayalam MT aspect. Google translator uses the most modern techniques for their online MT systems. But 

we can find a large number of linguistic misprints in their output. We are proposing a rule-based method for the handling 

of the English causatives in the context of English to Malayalam MT system. 
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Google NMT 

Neural machine translation (NMT) is an approach to machine translation that uses a large artificial neural network 

[2]. It requires less memory space compared to traditional statistical machine translation (SMT) models. All parts of the 

NT model are trained end-to-end to optimize  translation quality and performance. NMT systems face the difficulty with 

rare words and it is computationally expensive both in training and in translation inference.  

Google Neural Machine Translation System (GNMTS) is based a neural machine translation (NMT) system 

developed by Google. It uses an artificial neural network to increase fluency and accuracy. GNMT uses example-based 

(EBMT) machine translation method to improves the quality of translation [1]. This system learns about the translation 

from millions of examples. 

The Causatives in English and Malayalam 

A sentence is a set of words which are grouped together to mean something. It is the basic unit of each language 

and it expresses a complete thought. A complete sentence contains at least a subject and  main verb to declare a complete 

thought [11]. The main verb is the main part of the sentence which shows what the subject is doing. It signals an action or a 

state of being or an occurrence. The main verb decides the syntax and semantics of a specific type of sentence. 

Syntactically verbs are divided into three classes which are transitive verbs, intransitive verbs, and ditransitive verbs and 

semantically verbs are divided into three categories which are action verbs, process verbs and state verbs [12].  

A transitive verb requires transferring its action to someone or something. It has two properties and the first 

property is, as an action verb it expresses the possible activities like paint, write, eat, kick etc. and second, as a direct 

object, it receives the action of the verb [12]. A verb that does not take a direct object is the intransitive verb. There is no 

word in such a sentence to tell who or what received the action. Intransitive verb follows a word or phrase which answer 

the question ‘how’. There are two characteristics to intransitive verb [13]. First, it is an action verb which shows the 

activity like the lie, die, arrive, sit etc. Secondly, it has no direct object which receives the action. The third category of the 

verb is a ditransitive verb which takes a subject and two objects. Theme and recipient are represented by these two objects. 

They may be called as direct or primary and indirect or secondary object. 

A pattern of the verb phrase (VP) in a sentence shows some language-specific features and the causative sentences 

are one among them. Causation represents the part of the semantics of the verb. The language related features of the 

causative sentences differ from language to language. Causation is a natural phenomenon. In a causative sentence, the real 

subject of the sentence caused someone else to do something or being in a certain condition instead of doing byhimself 

[14]. In other words, one name entity (NP1) makes somebody else do something or cause another named entity (NP2) to be 

in a certain state. The way of expression of causation varies from one language to another. Most of the Indian languages 

like Malayalam, Tamil, Urdu, Hindi etc. show morphological causation. English shows morphological, lexical and 

analytical causation. The causative verbs refer to a causative situation. There are two components which combine the 

causative situation that are; i) the causing situation or the antecedent and ii) the caused situation or the consequent. Verbs 

which necessitate or at least imply the presence of three nominals, namely, an Initiator, an Actor or performer, and an 

Object (patient), may be labeled Causative verbs. Causative verbs always imply an Actor as well as an Initiator of the 

action performed by the Actor [13].  
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 The causative sentence construction of English and Malayalam is totally different. In English for making of 

causatives simply use the auxiliary verbs like ‘have’, ‘make’, ‘get’ etc., but in Malayalam, the main verb shows inflections. 

Other Indian languages like Hindi Malayalam verb also shows two different casual forms named as first casual and second 

causals. These two causals have two distinct forms. For the making of causative verbs in Malayalam causative suffixes – 

‘i’(�), ‘ppi’(��), and ‘ththu’(��) are added to the end of the main verb according to the ending vowel of the main 

verb[15]. Mainly three types of verb ending are found in Malayalam they are: 

Verb end with ‘a’ the suffix ‘i’ is added with it. 

Example:paRaya(���)�transitiveForm�paRayunnu(����	�)+‘i’ �paRayippikkunnu 

(����
�	�) 

Verb ends with ‘ka’ the suffix ‘ppi’ is added with it 

Example: eTukka(���
)�transitive form� eTukkunnu (���
�	�) + ‘ppi’ �eTuppikkunnu 

(�����
�	�) 

Verbs end with ‘la’, ‘L’, ‘zha’,’ra’ the suffix is ‘ththu’ added at the verb end 

Example: para (�) � transitive verb form � parakkunnu (�
�	�) � ‘ththu’� (���	� 

parathunnu). 

Like other transitive verbs all Malayalam causative verbs shows tens inflections also [10]. 

Example as like ‘cheyyippicchu’ (��������), ‘cheyyippikkunnu’(��������	�) 

‘cheyyippikkum’(������
��) in past-present-future correspondingly. 

Example: Malayalam Source Text:  

���� ������� ��������� ������ ��� ������
�� 

(ayaaL ayaaLuTe kampyuuttarinte attakuttapaNikaL cheyyippikkum) 

English Target Text: He will have his computer repaired. 

The ending suffix ‘um’ indicate the future tense of the main verb ‘repair’ 

The Linguistic Problems Found in the Google translator 

English Source text: He will have his computer repaired 

Google Translation 

������� ������ ������ ��� ����� 

(Ayalude computer attakuttapanikal cheyyum) 

Malayalam target text: ����  ������� �������! �� ������ ��� ������
�� 
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(ayaaL ayaaLuTe Computerinte attakuttapanikal cheyyikkum) 

The word-order and tense reorganization of Google-translator are  correct but the system failed to recognize the 

causative sense of the English auxiliary verb ‘have’/get/make’. We checked the same system with more than 150 English 

causative sentences; the Google translator did not identify the causal sense of the auxiliary verb ‘have’/get/make’ in any of 

the given sentences. 

Proposed System 

It is a rule-based system and a set of rules are used to implement the translation job. Past, Present and future tense 

forms of sentences are handled here. The proposed system works in two stages the preprocessing and post-processing 

stages. In the time of preprocessing state the input sentences were passed through the series of preprocessing stages such as 

tokenization, POS tagging, causative verb identification, then it transformed source language linguistic units in to target 

language linguistic units, in the post-processing stage the system translate all the linguistic units and arrange the translated 

units according to the word-order of the target language. Figure 1 shows the system architecture.  

 

Figure 1: Proposed System Architecture 

Tokenization & POS Tagging 

It is the basic process in NLP. In tokenization, the input sentence is divided into a part of speech units [1]. Then 

tags are attached to the part of speech units. Tokenization and POS tagging are done by NLTK module. 
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Impersonal/Interpersonal Causative Verb Identification 

In this module, the proposed system identify the sense and type of causative sentences with help of rules. Figure 2 

shows the flowchart for the working of Malayalaminter personal/impersonal causative sentence. Initially, system identifies 

the position of ‘have/get/make’. Then it checks the sentence is in the form of sub+ has/get/make + animate/inanimate 

object + causative main verb, and select Malayalam 1st causative sentence and tense form if the sentence is impersonal. 

Otherwise select 2nd causative form. Instructions in the flowchart are executed based on the rules given in section 3. 

 

Figure 2: Flowchart for Malayalam Impersonal and Interpersonal Causative Sentence 

Dictionary lookup 

It is required to keep a dictionary for storing root words and with various inflectional forms of causative verbs of 

Malayalam and the main verbs and its various tense forms of English verbs and different forms of causative ‘have’. In this 

stage, the system checks into the dictionary of the source and target language and if the verb is available, the process is 

going into the next step. 

Suffix Addition or Morphological Generator 

This is a suffix addition step, a list of words in English is  translated as Malayalam words for the given input 

sentence. While its Malayalam output is generated the suffix need to be added with a noun. Sandhi rules are required for 

generating this suffix. For example, Raman is the word ends with ‘in’(�! ). As per sandhi rules all the words end with 

‘in’ (�! ) are attached with suffix ‘e’(") and ‘raman’+’e’ (�#! +") become Raman (�#�ന). 
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Word Reordering Malayalam Sentence Generation 

In this module, the system re-arrange the transformed linguistic units according to the word-order pattern of the 

Malayalam text with the help of rules. Malayalam Sentence Generation is the final step in the proposed system. A list of 

Malayalam words in prescribed order are combined and get the translation output. 

Experiment and Result 

Implementation of the proposed system is in Python 2.7.6 which is an interpreted, object-oriented 

programming language [3]. Morphological processing is done by Rule-Based Machine translation method. Bilingual 

English Malayalam dictionary is used for finding the translation of root words and causative forms. NLTK tool kit is used 

to implement tokenization and POS tagging. Figure 3 shows the working method of the proposed system using an example 

sentence. 

 

Figure 3: Working of the Proposed System Using an Example Sentence 

Sample Output 

The proposed system is compared with Google Translator. Table.1 shows the output generated by both Google 

Translate and the newly developed rule-based system. It shows the difference in the output of both systems. The proposed 

newly developed rule-based system performs better than the Google translator. English-Malayalam parallel sentences (100) 

were utilized to train the system and same source sentences gave as the input of Google translator and compared the output 

of both systems. The Google translator translated all the main verb in their transitive form only it means that Google 

translator failed to identify the causative sense of the auxiliary-verb ‘have’/get/make’ in the source English sentence. For 

testing, we included the impersonal and interpersonal causative sentences. The system gave quality output for simple 

sentences with nearly an accuracy of 93%. In the context of long sentences, our system failed to recognize the exact 
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sentence patterns of the source and target languages. 

Table 1: Sample Output of Google Translator and Proposed System 

Input (English) 
Google Translate Output 

(Malayalam) 
System Output (Malayalam) 

John will have his house painted 
%��&	�!'���()ന�ന�
�����
��. 

%*�+ �)��� 

),-���� �����
�� 

He has his car washed ������� ��. �/����0 
�)�   �)� �� ��1   

�/����� 
He made him weep �)! �)�ന �2� �)�  �)�ന ����� 

I am going to have my task done 

"��� %*�3� 
�������
�! 4�! 

%����	� 

4��   "� �� %*�3� 
��� ����
���
�)�
!  %����	� 

 
Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper, we are proposing a rule-based approach for English-Malayalam machine translation system, which 

translates the causative form of sentences from English to Malayalam. The proposed system utilizes a bilingual dictionary 

for equivalent Malayalam words. Our studies revels that this proposed system performs better than that of Google 

translator for the translation of causative sentences. It had been observed that sometimes our system did not correctly 

identify the correct POS information, this affect the quality of the translation. This proposed system is unable to handle 

other sentences patterns like complex and long sentences. The proposed system gives quality output for simple sentences. 

In the future it can be extended to complex and long sentences. 
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